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Finlayson

Finland started industrialization
when James Finlayson set up a

factory of Filayson.

Neela from Finland



Marimekko

Armi and Viljo Ratia
started Marimekko design

in 1951. Marimekko is a
textile brand and they
make clothing, towels,
sheets and many other

things.



Fiskars
 

The Orange scissors Are
one of fiscars' iconic

produsts.

 
1967

 
First 

plastic-handled  scissors

 

K A T E Ř I N A  A N D  
 K R I S T Ý N A  

 F R O M  C Z E C H



Steam engine

in Finland

KLÁRA, MATOUŠ

This giant machine was
 taken into use in 1900

 and is biggest steam engine
 ever used in Finland. 

This machine is in 
museum in Tampere.



steam engine
 

A steam engine is
an engine that
runs on steam,

most often steam.

Invented in 1712
by Thomas

Savery

Ala Walentynowicz & Marianna Maciejewska

it is used to
pump out water

and 



NOKIA

Nokia was
founded in 1865,
Nokia's famous
phone is 3 3 10. 
They sold over
126 milion
copies.

In 1995 Nokia
added snake into
their phones 

Nokia's main
headquarters are
in Espoo,but the
company's actual
roots are in the
Tampere region
of Pirkanmaa. 

 

Szymon, Piotr G, Stach

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Espoo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tampere
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pirkanmaa


FINLAND'S BELOVED
CANDIES: FAZER
-Fazer was founded in 1891 by Karl Fazer. It produces many
types of candies for example: Fazer Blue chocolate, Dumle
candies (also avaible in Poland), and Pantteri jellies. It exports
it's candies to almost 40 countries. It's the biggest candy
industry in Finland.



Black sausage
The one thing that's connected to

Tampere itself is black sausage

(mustamakkara). It's made of rye,

wheat, pig's blood and pluck.



Tammerkoski
This river is 7 thousand years old.

It's 2km long and some houndred
meters wide.

The river is in the Tampere. 

Honza Filip a Patrik



In some places in Finland you
can buy "Moomin Meat". It's not
made of Moomins of course, it's
just mozzarella.

FUN FACT


